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would still be levied on states as states. Surely it would be unjust
for Georgia, when such quotas were being apportioned, to have
only one vote as against Virginia's sixteen. And of course Paterson
argued that the Virginia plan would greatly increase the cost of
government.
Both Lansing and Paterson confined themselves largely to
objecting to the Virginia plan on secondary grounds: that the
Convention had no authority to propose it; that the people would
not accept it; that it would be difficult to put in operation. Wilson,
and other supporters of the plan, insisted on carrying the argu-
ment back to primary ground.
As to" the powers of the Convention, Wilson said he believed
it was "authorized to conclude nothing, but to be at liberty to
propose anything? As to the sentiments of the people, he did
not profess to know what they actually were. "Those of the
particular circle in which one moved, were commonly taken for
the general voice." He doubted that the state governments were
so precious to the people, or a national government so obnoxious,
as some of the delegates appeared to believe. Why should a
national government be unpopular? "Has it less dignity? will
each Citizen enjoy under it less liberty or protection? Will a
Citizen of Delaware be degraded by becoming a Citizen of the
United States?39
Randolph boldly declared that when "the salvation of the
Republic was at stake, it would be treason to our trust not to
propose what we found necessary." The delegates were author-
ized to propose measures which in their judgment would "render
the Federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of Govern-
ment, and the preservation of the Union." The New Jersey plan
proposed nothing stronger than a limited right in Congress to
employ force on uncomplying states. This was not even a full
power of coercion. Coercion at best was "impracticable, expen-
sive., cruel to individuals" The Virginia plan proposed to
strengthen the general government by "real legislation . . „ na-
tional Legislation over individuals" Randolph had no doubt
which method was better. Congress, by the New Jersey plan,
would continue to be a "mere diplomatic body," its members
"always obsequious to the views of the States." Nor could Con-
gress, elected according to the New Jersey plan, be safely
entrusted with the powers it would need. Nothing short of a

